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“PETTICOATS IN POWER”
Catherine the Great in
British Political Cartoons

Vincent Carretta

During Catherine the Great’s reign as ruler of the Russian
Empire from 1762 to 1796, British political satirists produced
approximately fifty prints that refer directly to her, though
many of the verbal and visual references are brief or of minor
significance.1 With the exception of one that appeared in 1762,
a few during the Russo-Turkish war of 1768-1774, and another
print published shortly after her death, virtually all of these
visual satires were produced during the years 1787 to 1795, the
period of her reign’s second Russo-Turkish war, the French
Revolution, and the final divisions and eradication of Poland.2

The seventeen prints chosen for analysis in my essay include the most
important, representative, and artistic visual references to Catherine. Most of the
British visual satires of her are included in the Catalogue of Prints and Drawings
in the British Museum: Division I. Political and Personal Satires, edited by Frederic
George Stephens, Edward Hawkins, and Mary Dorothy George, 11 volumes in 12
parts (1870-1954; reprinted, London: British Museum Publications, 1978).
Hereafter, such prints will be identified parenthetically within the text by their
numerical listing in the British Museum Catalogue (BMC).
John T. Alexander, Catherine the Great: Life and Legend (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1989), the most recent ana reliable scholarly biography in
English of Catherine, uses some British satirical prints as evidence.
Concentration on satiric representations of Catherine, which were inten
tionally distorted interpretations of very selected historical events, ignores the
complex reality of the relationship between Britain and Russia during Cather
ine’s reign. The two countries were as often allies as rivals: a commercial treaty
was signed between them in 1766; the administration of Lord North on 1
September 1775 requested 20,000 Russian troops to serve in the American
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Although relatively few in number and concentrated in time,
these intentionally distorted representations of reality may
serve as guides to late eighteenth-century British attitudes
toward a variety of subjects, including the relationships
between gender and rule, and between sexuality and power. In
the visual satires, we detect both fascination with the power
Catherine the Great wields and disapproval of the life she leads.
But, as we shall see, these representations of Catherine operate
primarily as satiric vehicles rather than as targets, vehicles for
commentary on domestic British politics or on British foreign
policy.
Such is certainly the case in the first British cartoon that I
know of that alludes to Catherine II, The Scotch Broomstick &
the Female Beesom: A German Tale, by Sawney Gesner (BMC
3852) [Fig. 7]. Published anonymously around 2 September
1762 (when it was announced for sale in The Public Advertiser),
less than two months after Catherine’s usurpation of power
from her husband, Czar Peter III, on 28 June / 9 July,3 the
print refers to her as “the rusian [szc] bear.”4 Catherine had
colonies, a request Catherine diplomatically refused; and Catherine and George
IH were equally repelled by the course of the Revolution in France. See Anthony
Glenn Cross, ed., Great Britain and Russia in the Eighteenth Century: Contacts and
Comparisons (Cambridge [England] and Newtonville, Massachusetts: Oriental
Research Partners, 1979) and Cross, “‘O thou, great monarch of a pow’rful reign!’:
English Bards and Russian Tsars,” Oxford Slavonic Papers new series 15 (1982),
80-94, especially 85-6. The best general history in English of Catherine’s reign is
Isabel de Madariaga, Russia in the Age of Catherine the Great (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1981).
3 All dates in Russian history in this essay are given both in the Julian calendar
in effect in Russia until 1918 and in the Gregorian calendar used in Great Britain
since 1752 and throughout Roman Catholic Western Europe since 1582. Since the
Julian calendar was eleven days behind the Gregorian calendar, the date 28 June
/ 9 July means that 28 June in Russia was 9 July in Britain. Dates in British
history are given only in the Gregorian calendar.
4 Although the advertisement tor “K Caricatura Print, called The SCOTCH
BROOMSTICKS, and the FEMALE BEESOM, a German Taste [sic]. By SAWNEY
GESNER [presumably a pseudonym],” announces that “This Day [the engraving]
is published,” the latter phrase is a commonplace in such announcements and
indicates only the approximate date of the print’s actual publication.
The Scotch Broomstick has been attributed to George Townshend, the first
Marquess and fourth Viscount Townshend, most recently by Herbert M.
Atherton in “George Townshend, Caricaturist,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 4
(1971): 437-46; 442. Atherton accepts Stephens’ BMC attribution here but in
Political Prints in the Age of Hogarth: A Study of the Ideographic Representation of
Politics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974) Atherton, rightly I think,
questions the attribution because “While Townshend was in the habit of sending
his sketches to relatives and friends, it is doubtful that he had time or opportunity
to forward designs from the Portuguese interior [where he was stationed between
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sanctioned the murder of the imprisoned Peter on 6 / 17 July,
although his death was officially attributed to a “hemorrhoidal
colic.” The etching’s primary female target, who compares
herself to the new Russian Empress, is the central figure,
depicting Augusta, Princess of Wales and widowed mother of
George III. Augusta appears here as a traditional image of the
illicitly powerful woman, a witch riding a broom (the beesom
of the print’s title), which she offers to the broomstick of the
warlock representing Lord Bute, her son’s First Lord of the
Treasury and hence, by convention, his “Prime Minister.”5
The “Scotch cupid” at the upper left of the print, with his
phallic bagpipe and arrow, is an eighteenth-century comic
equivalent of the putti that often accompany witches in earlier
illustrations, as seen, for example, in Albrecht Durer’s Witch
Riding on a Goat of circa 1500-1501.6
The print designer’s choice of a motif from folklore or
popular superstition, like the choices of many of the artists in
the later prints to link Catherine with elements of popular
culture, was probably prompted by the breadth of the audi
ence potentially available to the visual satirist. Unlike the
audience of the pamphleteer or the journalist, the audience of
the visual satirist was not restricted to the literate segment of
the polity as either primary readers or conduits to secondary
readers who gained access to print through aural transmission.
Even the illiterate could “read” the publicly displayed engrav
ings in the same way they could “read” signs advertising goods
or services: they were already experienced semiologists when
images in the common domain were involved. The meanings
of some of the pornographic prints, as John Shebbeare noted
at mid-century, were accessible to any passerby in the street:
“every print-shop has its windows stuck full with indecent

Spring and December 1762] to the printsellers of London” (59). The Scotch
Broomstick may have been the creation of Mary Darly, a designer as well as
publisher of prints (in The Public Advertiser of 27 October 1762, she refers to
herself as “etcher and printseller”), and, as Atherton suggests (20), probably its
publisher. See nl8, below, on Atherton’s mis-identification of the allusion in The
Scotch Broomstick to the Russian Empress.
The bibliography on witchcraft is vast, but a good example of the range of
issues raised by the subject is Lene Dresen-Coenders, ed., Saints and She-Devils
^London: Rubicon Press, 1987).
Reproduced and discussed in H. Diane Russell with Bernadine Barnes, Eva /
Ave: Woman in Renaissance and Baroque Prints (Washington: National Gallery
of Art, 1990), 166-7.
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prints, to inflame desire through the eye.”7 And, as the proBute weekly The Auditor of 7 October 1762 (thinking perhaps
of the recently published The Scotch Broomstick, among others)
complained, visual satires were “hung up for the gaping
multitude in almost all the printshops in London and Westmin
ster.”8
In the pornographically political The Scotch Broomstick, a
phallocentric eighteenth-century adaptation of the image of
transgressive sexuality, a group of male and female onlookers
make admiring comments about the size of the instrument in
Bute’s hand. The King’s mother and minister were falsely
accused of using their (non-existent) carnal relationship as the
basis for a political alliance that sought to usurp the power of
the throne from its rightful occupant, just as Catherine and her
lover, Grigorii Orlov, had overthrown her husband.9 We must
be careful, however, not to interpret the British print anachronistically. The sexually transgressive female is the king’s
mother; Catherine is at most guilty of the same charge only
7 [Shebbeare], Letters on the English Nation: By Batista Angeloni, A Jesuit, Who
Resided Many Years in London. Translated from the Original Italian by the Author
of the Marriage Act a Novel (1755), 1: 68 (Letter VIH).
8 For Bute’s role in the press war of 1762-1763 and his relationship to The
Auditor, see Robert R. Rea, The English Press in Politics, 1760-1774 (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1963); John Brewer, Party Ideology ana Popular
Politics at the Accession of George III (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1976); Marie Peters, Pitt and Popularity: the Prime Minister and London Opinion
during the Seven Years' War (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980); Karl W.
Schweizer, “Lord Bute and the Press: the Origins of of the Press War of 1762
Reconsidered,” in Lord Bute: Essays in Re-interpretation, edited by Schweizer
(Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1988), 83-98.
The public display of prints in shop windows was itself the subject of several
prints during the period of Catherine’s reign and the following two decades: the
front of the Darly shop is the site of The Macaroni Print Shop (BMC 4701), 14 July
1772; the shop of Carington Bowles is the subject of Spectators at a Print Shop in
St. Paul's Church Yard (BMC 3758), circa 1774; A Real Scene in St. Pauls Church
Yard, on a Windy Day (BMC 6352), circa 1783, too, shows the print-shop of
Carington Bowles; James Gillray’s Very Slippy- Weather (BMC 11100), 10 February
1808, offers the window of his publisher, Hannah Humphrey; and Thomas
Rowlandson after George Murgatroyd Woodward, Tailpiece to Volume III of The
Caricature Magazine (not in BMC), circa 1815, displays the shop of Thomas Tegg.
’ The ungrounded and relentless attacks on Bute are discussed in John Brewer,
“The Misfortunes of Lord Bute: A Case-Study in Eighteenth-Century Political
Argument and Public Opinion,” Historical Journal 16 (1973), 3-43; Frank
O’Gorman, “The Myth of Lord Bute’s Secret Influence,” in Lord Bute, 57-81;
Vincent Carretta, George III and the Satirists from Hogarth to Byron (Athens,
Georgia: University of Georgia Press, 1990); Michael F. Suarez, S. J., “Bibles,
Libels, and Bute: Mock-Biblical Satire in the Eighteenth-Century Political Print,”
The Age ofJohnson 5 (1992): 341-89.
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by association with Augusta because the British public had not
yet heard of Catherine’s sexual behavior.
In fact, the Dutch account of her taking of power, reflect
ing realpolitik, the world of pragmatic relationships between
states, rather than a gendered view of politics, saw the change
of Russia’s rulers rather favorably. The earliest report in the
British press I have found of the Dutch account was published
in the 31 July-3 August issue of The London Chronicle-.

This surprising revolution furnishes matter for a variety
of conjectures and reasonings. What deserves particular
attention is the grievances alledged in the Manifesto [by
“CATHERINE n, Empress and Autocratix of all the Russias”]
against the late reign, of concluding peace with Russia’s
greatest enemy [Prussia]. This seems to prognosticate a
new change in the political system of Europe; and new
troubles.
In the Spring of 1763, the Annual Register for 1762, under
the editorship of Edmund Burke, was quite favorable to
Catherine, calling Peter III “universally hated; and what was
more fatal to him, universally depised.”11 Contemporaries and
historians agree that Peter III was either feeble-minded or
insane. Catherine, “finding that the affections of her husband
were irrevocably alienated, endeavoured to set up a separate
and independent interest in her own favour, and for asserting
the rights of her son. She therefore assiduously cultivated the
affections of the Russian nation, and paid a respect to their
manners and religion, in the same degree that ner husband
seemed to contemn them” (19). The “revolution of such
immense importance effected in a single day, and without
shedding a single drop of blood” left Catherine, “without any
hereditary title...sovereign mistress of the Russian empire; and
the most absolute power on earth [was] now held by an

As Alexander, Catherine the Great, reminds us, “Autocratix meant simply
‘independent ruler’ or ‘sovereign mistress,’ according to English commentators
of the time.” (14). The Public Advertiser reprinted the same Dutch announcement
on 4 August 1762.
* In his forthcoming Edmund Burke: His Life and Ideas, F. P. Lock accepts the
“near consensus of scholarly opinion” that Burke was responsible for the
publication of the Annual Register during the first six years of its existence (182).
Burke very probably approved if not authored the evaluation of Catherine’s reign.
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elective monarch” (20).12 The Annual Register's public assess
ment of her rule, which, it reports, restored religious, military,
and administrative power to Russians—“Nothing could be more
able than the conduct of the empress, since her accession to the
throne” (21)”—is as positive as that found in the private
memoranda of John, Second Earl of Buckinghamshire, Ambas
sador to the court of Catherine from 1762 to 1765.14 The high
value, which anticipates Burke’s position in Reflections on the
Revolution in France (1790), placed on political stability and the
bloodless restoration of traditional institutions and ad
ministrators led the Annual Register to describe Catherine’s
usurpation of power as if it were the Russian equivalent of
Britain’s own Glorious Revolution of 1688. The Annual
Register apparently accepted Catherine’s claim that she was
restoring the government of Russia to the principles of Peter
the Great. Again from the perspective of realpolitik, in The
History and Adventures of an Atom (1769), Tobias Smollett,
although not mentioning Catherine by name in his anony
mously published allegorical satire, refers to her as an agent of
12 By “elective,” the Annual Register means that Catherine gained power by a
means other than the execution of an indefeasible right of hereditary succession.
Consequently, both despotic (usually) and republican (always) governments were
elective.
13 The opinion expressed in the Annual Register is consistent with that Burke
gave to Captain Tnomas Mercer in a letter dated 26 February 1790, where he
says, using Catherine and Revolutionary France as examples, respectively, that
the tyranny of the one is less oppressive than the tyranny of tne many (The
Correspondence of Edmund Burke, ed. Thomas W. Copeland et al. [Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1958-1978], 6: 96).
14 The Despatches and Correspondence of fohn, Second Earl of Buckinghamshire,
Ambassador to the Court of Catherine II. of Russia 1762-1765, edited by Adelaide
D’Arcy Collyer (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1900-1902). Bucking
hamshire’s “Russian Memoranda” are undated but composed either during his
tenure as ambassador or on his trip home:

It is impossible to consider the general tenour of her conduct, since she
filaced herself upon the throne, without tracing evident marks of a
audable ambition to distinguish herself; to make her subjects happy at
home and respectable abroad; to encourage arts, sciences, and commerce;
to form by a liberal education the young nobility of both sexes; to extend
in a great degree the same advantages to inferior ranks; to improve the
public revenue without oppressing individuals; to check the tyranny with
which the clergy distressed their vassals; and to introduce that ease of
society, that urbanity and general good breeding which prevail in other
European nations; in a word, to transmit her name with glory to
posterity, and by the use of empire to palliate the means by which she has
acquired it. (2: 273-4)
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“Providence” who overthrew “a weak prince” and thus restored
the Continental balance of power, bringing “matters again to
an equilibrium.”15
But reports of a less flattering nature were also being sent
to Britain: for example, on 4 September 1762, Horace Mann
wrote to Horace Walpole about “the tragedy that has been
enacted at Petersburgh,” and he calls Catherine’s “usurpation”
an “abominable farce.”16 Buckinghamshire certainly knew the
rumors that Catherine, with the encouragement of Empress
Elizabeth (her husband’s aunt), had committed adultery to
produce an heir, that Catherine had ordered the murder of
Peter III, and that she continued to have a number of lovers.17
If the designer of The Scotch Broomstick had access to similar
private sources of information, he or she, too, would have
known more than the information available to the public
through the press.
In the print, the negative visual female imagery of the witch
is reinscribed by the contemporaneous verbal allusion to
Catherine: in the engraving, the Princess says to the minister,
“Heres a beesom for you, the rusian [szc] bear is not more
carnivorous I love power as well as she.”18 The association of
Catherine and witchcraft through the mediating figure of
Augusta, anticipating by thirty years the reference made by the
character Bethel in Charlotte Smith’s novel Desmond (1792) to
“the sanguinary witch of all the Russias” (2: 53), may refer to
the witch’s traditional power to render men impotent through
emasculation. Less subtle depictions of Catherine’s quest for
power as a variation of the motif of the vagina dentata devour
ing all it can and of her sexuality as bestial in nature would
soon appear in the prints.
It is not difficult to understand why the British artist chose
to invoke Catherine the Great’s name in a satiric print about
domestic politics. Like Augusta, she was a German princess

Vol. 2, ed. Robert Adams Day, of The Works of Tobias Smollett (Athens,
Georgia: University of Georgia Press, 1989), 107.
Horace Walpole’s Correspondence, ed. Wilmarth S. Lewis et al. (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1937-1983), 22: 75. Hereafter cited parenthetically within
the text by volume, page, date, and correspondent.
„ Despatches, 2: 274-5.
Atherton, in Political Prints, 217n81, mistakenly identifies Elizabeth, em
press of Russia, and aunt of Peter HI, as “the rusian bear” referred to in the
print. Elizabeth had died on 25 December 1761 / 3 January 1762. Catherine
was a far more likely and appropriate topical reference in September 1762.
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(in fact, Catherine and Augusta were second cousins)19 in a
position of power in a foreign land, a fact that was sure to stir
English xenophobia, particularly in combination with Scots
figures.20 More importantly, Catherine was the seemingly
perfect contemporaneous image of transgressive female power,
someone who refused to play her expected roles as subject,
woman, wife, and mother, attaining power with the aid of her
adulterous lover (although the latter fact was not yet known
by the British audience). But so successful were British satirists
in creating a native myth of George Ill’s mother as a transgres
sive woman, that the virtually archtypical Catherine was never
again needed as a vehicle for domestic attacks on the Princess
of Wales.21
Catherine the Great, however, remained an effective device
for satirizing British foreign policy in eastern Europe and the
Ottoman Empire, and a more negative interpretation of her
rise to power was soon available to the public. The October
1764 issue of The Monthly Review observed, “His [Peter III]
melancholy fate is well known; and his wife, who by birth is
in no manner of degree related to the imperial blood of Russia,
is now the sole Sovereign of that Empire.” Catherine now
occupies “the throne of Russia; that immaculate throne, the
steps to which have so often been washed in the blood of its
own Princes!” (315-16).22 As rhetoricians, however, satirists
exercised their right to choose from among the images of
Catherine in the public domain. When Britain’s national
interest was not directly threatened, the satirists usually
indulged in the luxury of comic distance, tending to emphasize
Catherine as a figure of power at the expense of British
” Olwen Hedley, Qween Charlotte (London: John Murray, 1975), 92.
20 On English prejudice against Scots, see Eric Rothstein, “Scotophilia and
Humphry Clinker: The Politics of Beggary, Bugs, and Buttocks,” University of
Toronto Quarterly, 52 (1982), 63-78.
21 Attacks on the mother of George HI are illustrated and discussed in Vincent
Carretta, "The Snarling Muse": Verbal and Visual Political Satire from Pope to
Churchill (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983), 227-47, and
Carretta, George III and the Satirists, passim.
22 The immediate occasion of the Monthly Review’s comment on Catherine was
the report of the assassination in July of Ivan VI, her principal challenger to
the claim of the throne. Ivan had been imprisoned by the Empress Elizabeth
since his infancy in 1741 so that she could usurp his power and guarantee its
descent to her side of the royal family through her nephew, the future Peter
HI, and his heirs. Although Catherine officially denied any involvement in the
assassination, Ivan’s death was as politically convenient for her as that of Peter
HI had been.
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politicians or the king, rather than as a figure of transcendant
evil transgression that would pose too great a threat for comic
treatment.
The “Picture of Europe for July 1772” (BMC 4957) [Fig. 2],
is a satire on the first Partition of Poland and the RussoTurkish War that illustrates a dialogue between “a Chinese and
a Politician” in the London Magazine (facing 304).23 In the
dialogue, the “Politician” says that he is the designer of the
engraving. George III, on the extreme right, “to whom the
Frenchman points in derision” (306), sleeps on a throne
labelled “Brit.”24 The abbreviated label reflects the marginal
position of the King, who is almost out of the picture of world
affairs because he has not fully and properly involved Britain
in the Continental struggles for power. His irresponsible
behavior accounts for the outweighing of “Great Britain” by an
empty scale in “The Balance of Power” above the bound
Stanislas II of Poland, one of Catherine’s former lovers. The
bending backward of George’s head reflects the forward bend
of that of Stanislas, implying that the British monarch is as
much a loser by the division of Poland as is its own king, who
had gained his throne with Catherine’s aid. The parallel of the
hapless George and the victimized Stanislas is underscored by
having both the map of conquered Poland and the self-victimiz
ing British monarch be the objects of the pointing fingers of
the victors who compose the center of the design.2 Formally
balancing George at the opposite margin of the print is the

23 The BMC notes that “A Picture of Europe” is “probably from a magazine”
but does not identify the London Magazine as the source, perhaps because the
engraving had been removed from the copy of the July issue in the Burney
Collection of newspapers in the British Museum.
The dialogue that the print illustrates is in the tradition of Montesquieu’s
Persian Letters (1721), in wnich a stranger in a strange land innocently observes
the foolishness and vice of European behavior.
24 For the broader satiric context of attacks on George HI in visual satires of
Catherine the Great, see Carretta, George III and the Satirists. The standard,
balanced, biography of the king is John Brooke, King George III: A Biography
of America’s Last Monarch (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972).
2 In the print’s accompanying dialogue, the “Politician” emphasizes the
condition of Stanislas as victim, describing him as Christ-like: “A man of
sorrows and of pains, he has been long wooed to cold adversity; and though
they gave him a crown, it was deeply beset with thorns” (306). George, on the
other hand, is described as a sort of mock-Christ whenever he does allow the
“intelligence of all great events [found in] the public news-papers” (306) to
awaken him from his slumbers: “Meek, mild, and peaceful, ne ogens nis fire
less eye, and shakes his soft ears, like an innocent lamb, or sheep (307).
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other great loser, the Sultan of Turkey, Mustapha III, sitting
with his wrists and ankles chained. Holding the “Map of the
Kindom of Poland” and sharing the formal and figurative
center of the print with Frederick the Great of Prussia and
“the emperor of Germany” (305), sits Catherine, who in the
words of the “Politician,” is a far more successful ruler than
George III:

She is indeed an empress. Seated upon a throne which
commands a considerable part of Europe, and one half
of the Asiatic world, she seems to have been born for a
sceptre, and to carry into execution those immense
designs which were planned by Peter the Great. (305)
The designer of the print implies that conduct rather than
inheritance determines the rightness of rule and thus that
Catherine deserves her throne more than George III deserves
his. George would do well to model his behavior on that of
his Russian rival.
In “Merlin: or, A Picture of Europe for 1773 “ (BMC 5222)
[Fig. 3], a sequel to the “Picture of Europe for July 1772” and
published by the same anonymous artist in the Westminster
Magazine (facing 684) in January 1774, Catherine appears in the
right corner, her political potency signified by the Asian she
strangles and the one who desperately implores her mercy.
They probably represent the Sultan and Emel’ian Pugachev, the
Cossack leader of an abortive revolt against Catherine. The
accompanying key to the print on 684 identifies “this Semi
ramis of the North” as “the Empress of all the Russias with the
head of a Turk in her hand, and fondling a monkey; intimat
ing that Ambition, Cruelty, and Lust, were the predominant
passions that swayed all her actions.” The negative implica
tions of the female exercise of power are reinforced by the
three-headed sovereign who leads the procession towards
Merlin. He is the King of Denmark, Christian VII, his female
head and stag’s horns representing his deception by his wife,
Caroline Matilda (sister of George III), and her favorite, John
Frederick, Count Struensee. Certainly, by the time of the
publication of this print, the British public, if Walpole is
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Figure 1. The Scotch Broomstick.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 2. “Picture of Europe for July 1772.”
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 3. “Merlin: or, A Picture of Europe for 1773.”
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 4. The Christian Amazon.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 5. James Gillray, Amsterdam in a Darn’d Predicament.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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representative, was familiar with the association of Catherine’s
political, sexual, and military drives for power: “O, Tyranny,
thy name should henceforth be Impudence!—I am sick of all
northern profligacy, of the Czarina’s murders or amours; nor
care whether she poisons emperors, or enriches her discarded
lovers with provinces” (23: 440; 22 December 1772, to Horace
Mann).
An even more ambivalent depiction of Catherine’s military
prowess appears in The Christian Amazon, with her Invincible
Target, Alias the Focus of Genial Rays, or Dian of the Rushes, to
[sic] Much for 300,000, Infidels (BMC 7180) [Fig. 4], published on
24 October 1787, in which she appears in the guise of an
Amazon warrior queen: probably Hippolyta, Penthesilea, or
Thalestris. Turkey had unexpectedly declared war on Russia
in August 1787, but the occasion that inspired this print was
the appearance of the “Amazon battalion” of 100 Greek
women in military attire organized by Grigorii Potemkin, the
Empress’s advisor and lover, to greet Catherine during her
royal tour of Russia before the war broke out.26 The British
satirist clearly chose to emphasize the negative value of the
figure of the Amazon, but without totally denying the posi
tive.27 Traditionally located in Scythia, by 1787 part of the
Russian Empire, the legendary Amazons provided a geograph
ically appropriate image for the Russian Empress.28 The print,
moreover, seems to accept Catherine as she saw herself: the
defender of the faith against the infidel Sultan, Abdul Hamid

26 With some cause, “Catherine had accused Pitt of inciting the Turks at the
start”: John Erhman, The Younger Pitt: The Years of Acclaim (New York: E. P.
Dutton, 1969), 546. On the “Amazon battalion,” see Alexander, Catherine the
Great, 260.
27 The eighteenth-century range of value for the figure of the Amazon, from
positive to negative, respectively, may be represented by Tames Eyre Weeks, The
Amazon or Female Courage Vindicated and Asserted from the Examples of Several
Illustrious Women (Dublin: 1745), a poem addressed to the Countess of
Chesterfield and a celebration of the exploits of the Biblical heroines Jael and
Judith, as well as those of Classical Amazons; and the anonymous An Authen
tic Account of the Most Remarkable Adventures, and Curious Intrigues, Exhibited in
the Life of Miss Fanny Davies, the Celebrated Modern Amazon, who Received Sentence
of Death (London: 1786), the story of a criminal who often impersonated men to
dupe her victims. The advertised “beautiful frontispiece,” showing Davies in both
female and male dress, demonstrates the contemporaneous association of negative
Amazonianism with transvestism.
28 For the artist’s and viewers’ probable contemporaneous knowledge about
Amazons, I have consulted John Lempriere’s dictionary of classical names,
Bibliotheca Classica (1788).
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I in the “struggle against the Turks, the most insistent of
themes in English pro-Russian poetry in the eighteenth
century.”29
Catherine, however, appears as a virago, as the word is
defined in Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary of the English Language
(1755): “A female warrior; a woman with the qualities of a
man.” Johnson goes on to point out that the image “is
commonly used in detestation for an impudent turbulent
woman.” Earlier, in The Adventurer 115 (11 December 1753),
Johnson had associated Amazons with usurpation in the
current “Age of Authors”: “the revolution of years has now
produced a generation of Amazons of the pen, who with the
spirit of their predecessors have set masculine tyranny at
defiance, asserted their claim to the region of science, and seem
resolved to contest the usurpations of virility.”30 As the
character Miss Glanville in Charlotte Lennox’s novel The
Female Quixote (1752) remarks, the image of the Amazon is
that of “a very masculine Sort of Creature.”31 In 1799, Hannah
More, too, thought that women writers risked unsexing
themselves: “A female Polemic wanders almost as far from the
limits prescribed to her sex, as a female Machiavel or warlike
Thalestris” (Strictures on the Modem System of Female Education
2 vols.; 1:7).
The anonymous designer of The Christian Amazon exploits
the wide and deep reservoir of allusions available to the
verbally and visually literate members of his audience, whether
they be found at the high or the low end of the cultural
spectrum. For example, that ultimate political insider and
representative of the privileged elite, Horace Walpole, frequent
ly refers in his correspondence to Catherine of Russia in terms
that we might assume were meaningful only to his more
educated contemporaries, terms including “Afecto,” “Amalasunta,” “Athaliah,” “Aurora Borealis,” “Brunehault,” “Minerva,”
“Semiramis,” “Thalestris,” “Tisiphone,” and “Ursa Major of the

29 Cross, “*O thou, great monarch...,’” 85.
10 All quotations from Johnson’s Adventurer and Idler essays are taken from W.
J. Bate, J. M. Bullitt, L. F. Powell, eds., Idler and Adventurer, volume 2 of The
Yale Edition of the Works of Samuel Johnson (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1963), 457-8.
Jl Charlotte Lennox, The Female Quixote or The Adventures of Arabella, ed.
Margaret Dalziel (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), 125.
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North Pole.”32 Similar language, however, appears in the
contemporaneous genre of the novel, which, along with the
satiric print, was one of eighteenth-century Britain’s most
recent and significant contributions to what we now consider
popular culture. In Smollett’s The Adventures of Ferdinand
Count Fathom, first published in 1753 and reprinted at least
nine times before the appearance of The Christian Amazon,
most recently in 1784 and 1786, we find another ambivalent
dominant female of questionable sexual behavior. The mother
of Smollett’s eponymous anti-hero earns her epithets of “our
English Penthesilea,” the virago,” the “undaunted she-campaigner,” and “our heroine, who stalked about the field, like another
Atropos, finishing, wherever she came, the work of death” by
ruthlessly slaughtering wounded Turks. The narrator con
cludes that “this modern amazon...in point of courage, was not
inferior to Semiramis, Tomyris, Zenobia, Thalestris, or any
boasted heroine of ancient times.33”
Such illegitimate female assumptions of masculine preroga
tives of power were sometimes seen as especially inappropriate
in a British context: in Idler 87 (15 December 1759), Johnson
observes that “There is, I think, no class of English women
from whom we are in any danger of Amazonian usurpation”
(272). But Oliver Goldsmith, in his essay “A Letter to the
Authors of the British Magazine, Containing an Humble
Proposal for Augmenting the Forces of Great Britain,” which
appeared in the January 1762 issue of The British Magazine. Or
Monthly Repository for Gentlemen & Ladies, notes, “When I see
the avenues of the Strand beset every night with troops of
fierce amazons, who, with dreadful imprecations, stop, and beat
and plunder passengers, I cannot help wishing that such martial

32 See the entries under “Catherine II (1729-1796) the Great: HW calls” in the
index to the collected Correspondence.
33 Vol. 1, ed. Terry C. Beasley, of The Works, 17-19. We should not assume that
familiarity with classical myths and literature was restricted to exclusively male
or highly educated readers. In The Cry (1754), Sarah Fielding and Jane Collier
depict their composite titular character, the eighteenth-century equivalent to
twentieth-century readers of supermarket tabloids, as cherishing their knowledge
of the Greek and Roman gods and heroes gained at second-hand through such
sources as Lempriere’s Bibliotheca Classical “for the Pantheon was to them a deep
study; that, and a poetical dictionary, made indeed the chief part of some of their
libraries. The heathen mythology they look’d upon as a sort of bible, and would
have been more ashamed of their ignorance in it than in any part of the old
testament” (2: 36).
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talents were converted to the benefit of the public” (33—5).34
Goldsmith’s account appears in the midst of his ironic call for
“[a] female brigade” (35) to fight the French in the Seven Years’
War (known in America as the French and Indian War of
1754-1763), a call probably influenced by Johnson’s more
sardonic suggestion in Idler 5 (13 May 1758) that Britain raise
a female army against its French enemy.
The depiction in The Christian Amazon of Catherine as a
transvestite warrior has both folkloric and contemporaneous
historical implications. Viewers of the print needed not to
have been able to read to have recognized the probable allusion
to the rich British tradition of ballads about cross-dressed
women warriors. Originally cause for celebration in the early
seventeenth century, tne vigorous woman was becoming the
object of mockery and disapproval in the ballad tradition by
the end of the eighteenth century.3’ Transvestism had a long
history of association with comic misogyny. For example, the
popular association of trousers and masculinity appears in
Israhel van Meckenem’s “The Angry Wife,” in his series of
Scenes of Daily Life (c. 1495 / 1503). Inspired by the devil
above her, the termagant wife has divested her husband of his
symbol of authority, which lies on the ground before him, and
which she is about to appropriate. Horace Walpole uses the
same combination of images in denouncing the recent events in
Denmark we saw alluded to in “Merlin”: “There is the devil
to pay in Denmark. The Queen has got the ascendant, has
turned out favourites and ministers, and literally wears the
breeches, actual buckskin” (23: 273; 22 February 1771, to
Horace Mann).36 In Goldsmith’s essay on “Female Warriors,”
his Amazonian women are recognized by their masculine attire.
The battle over who will wear the pants is part of the larger
war between the sexes in the same way that the designer of The
Christian Amazon conceives the political battle between Russia
and Turkey as a sexual confrontation between Catherine and

54 In Tobias Smollett Critic and Journalist (Newark: University of Delaware
Press, 1988), 194-6, James G. Basker offers convincing evidence for Goldsmith’s
authorship of this essay.
Js See Dianne Dugaw, Warrior Women and Popular Balladry, 1650-1850
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989).
’6 Walpole goes on to say that Catherine may become involved in Danish
affairs: “The Czarina has whispered her disapprobation, and if she has a talon
left when she has done with the Ottomans, may chance to scratch the little
King.”
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the Sultan. Catherine’s raised petticoat exposes not only her
male attire but also her groin to the aim of the Turk’s bayonet
with its pendant grenades. The hands and tail of the ape-like
Louis XVI also direct the viewer’s eye toward the true “invinc
ible target” of the print’s title. The ironic reference to “Dian”
in the print’s subtitle reminds us that Catherine’s target, or
shield, is very different from the shield of Chastity the Greek
goddess used to ward off Love. Diana, the dedicated virgin
whose principal shrine was located at Ephesus, the mythical
capital of the Amazons’ realm, was as unrepresentative of the
classical Greek definition of womanhood as Catherine—“Dian”
of the “Rushes” (with its pun on “Russias”), dedicated to
sexuality, was of the eighteenth-century British definition. As
goddess of the hunt, Diana was a more appropriate type of
Catherine, who loved hunting. Over her head, Catherine
wields her weapon potently while her ally, Joseph II of
Austria, hides behind her back with his.
The visual sexual battle is reinscribed verbally in the poetic
exchange between the combatants. The empress’s words are
subscribed on the left:

Your Sublime Highness, is to blame I Fear,
Thus forcibly to Enter My Fron...tier
In Rearing Rampant, on each Slight pretence,
You Risk the Blush, which Shame gives Impotence;
My Shield is tested, and Approved as Staunch.
The Sultan replies:

By Every Artist, famous in this...Branch,
Should then each Member, in your Salique Land,
Rise up against My Tower, and make...a Stand,
They Shall yield Victory, to this potent Hand?7
Historically, Catherine liked to think of herself as a mili
tary leader, even going so far as to assume the role and dress
of commander-in-chief of the army during the overthrow of
Peter III, a role she commemorated in 1765 by having Vigil17 The image of the Turk as an excessively well-endowed figure of sexuality
appears in several British prints. For examples, see The Duchess's First Levee,
1791 (BMC 7935); James Gillray, Presentation of the Mahometan Creden
tials—or—The Final Resource of French Atheists, 1793 (BMC 8356); and Isaac
Cruikshank, A Peep at the Plenipo---- !!!, 1794 (BMC 8423).
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ius Ericksen paint her in male attire astride her horse Brilliant
on 28 June / 9 July 1762, the day she usurped power from her
husband at Peterhof?8 She also dressed as a man when hunting
and at the frequent transvestite parties she gave. Such behavior
had been dutifully reported by Buckinghamshire, the British
ambassador to Russia in the first few years of her reign?9 And
by 1787, she had repeatedly demonstrated in fact and fiction
that she would relinquish neither her sexual nor her political
authority to any man who aimed at her “invincible target.”
Appropriately, England’s Elizabeth I, Catherine told Bucking
hamshire, was the monarch she sought to emulate?0
The political and military conflict between Russia and
Turkey again finds expression in sexual terms in the first of
several prints of Catherine by James Gillray: Amsterdam in a
Darn'd Predicament,—Or— The Last Scene of the Republican
Pantomime (BMC 7181) [Fig. 5]. Gillray’s engraving, published
on 1 November 1787, satirizes the defeat of the pro-French
Dutch Patriots at the hands of the Stadtholder, William V,
shown here with a bloody sword. With her ally, Emperor
Joseph II of Austria, fondling her bared breast, Catherine leans
out of the theater box at the upper left to shake her fist at the
Sultan of Turkey in the box below. She tells him, “Blast you,
you old Goat! to keep so many Women shut up in your
Seraglio. I’ll turn over a new Leaf & allow every Woman
20000 Men.” Drawing his saber, the Sultan responds, “By our
holy Prophet & sacred Mecca, I’ll curb that wanton Spirit.”
Veiled members of his harem stand behind him, as if to suggest
that he intends to make Catherine one of them.
Gillray’s verbal and visual juxtaposition of Catherine and
the Sultan reflects the recurrent British inclination to see the
two rulers as more alike than not in terms of political philo
sophy emblematically reflected in images of sexual excess.
Much though it would have horrified Catherine, who prided
herself on being the true heir to Peter the Great’s Eurocentric
conception of now Russia should be governed, British com
mentators like Horace Walpole persisted in seeing Russia, along
with Turkey, as examples of Oriental despotisms, systems
under which only the ruler is free and all others are slaves, as
distinguished from modern, European constitutional monarchReproduced in Alexander, Catherine the Great, between 178 and 179.
’ Despatches, 1: 100.
10 Despatches, 1: 101.
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ies best exemplified, of course, by Great Britain, in which the
power of the ruler is circumscribed by fundamental laws,
which the monarch cannot unilaterally and arbitrarily alter.
Under despotisms, authority is gained by the naked use of
power, often through assassination; under monarchies, author
ity is transferred peacefully by legitimate succession. The
distinction between the two fundamentally different political
systems had recently been most fully explored by Baron De
Montesquieu in The Spirit of the Laws (1748) and probably
serves as a subtext in the Catherine prints as early as the first
one, in which the Princess of Wales and Lord Bute are accused
of trying to impose an alien political system on Britain.
Montesquieu explicitly uses “England and Russia” as
examples, respectively, of “moderate and despotic govern
ments” (page 108 in the Thomas Nugent translation of 1750).41
For Montesquieu, the treatment of the subordinate gender,
usually female, by the dominant, normally male, directly
reflects the different forms of political government. Hence, he
observes, “In monarchies women are subject to very little
restraint, because as the distinction of ranks calls them to
court, there they assume a spirit of liberty, which is almost the
only one tolerated in that place.” If we reverse the genders,
substituting “men” for “women” in the following description
by Montesquieu of the corresponding social situation under
despotisms, we can perhaps more readily see that Gillray
visualizes Catherine as assuming the role of the Sultan, the
image of what Walpole calls “The Great Turk at Petersberg”
(11: 221; 11 March 1791, Walpole to Mary Berry). Mon
tesquieu remarks:
In despotic governments women do not introduce,
but are themselves an object of, luxury. They must be

11 Although Catherine, a great admirer of Montesquieu, used his Spirit of the
Laws as a oasis for her own reform program of 1767, the Great Instruction
(English translation, 1768), she disputed Lis classification of Russia as a despot
ism, insisting that it was more accurately called a monarchy, in Montesquieu’s
sense of the term. See Madariaga, Russia, 151-5. On the wider subject of
Catherine’s intellectual engagement with the French philosophes, see Madariaga,
“Catherine and the Philosophes,” in Cross, ed., Russia and the West. Catherine’s
plans in the late 1780s for restructuring the Russian government were based on
the hundreds of pages of notes she wrote on a French translation of Sir William
Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England (1765-1769): see, M. Raeff,
“The Empress and the Vinerian Professor,” Oxford Slavonic Papers 7 (1974), 18-40.
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in a state of the most rigorous servitude. Everyone
follows the spirit of the government, and adopts in his
own family the customs he sees elsewhere established.
As the laws are very severe and executed on the spot,
they are afraid lest the liberty of women should expose
them to danger...
Besides, as princes in those countries make a sport of
human nature, they allow themselves a multitude of
women; and a thousand considerations oblige them to
keep those women in close confinement (102).

The satirists combined political theory, misogony, and
xenophobia to produce what is often political obscenity,
though not usually pornography. Gillray’s print comically
suggests that both Catherine and the Sultan rule by the exercise
of physical force, frequently symbolized by sexual power. The
figure of the Sultan, Grand bignior, or simply the Turk was
commonly used as the archetype of the absolute ruler, male or
female, in the public or the private sphere: in Jane Barker’s
Love Intrigues; or, The History of the Amours of Bosvil and
Galesia (1713), when the heroine, Galesia, describes her
management of her father’s employees, she says, “I put in and
put out who I pleas’d; and was as absolute over my Rusticks,
as the great Turk [emphasis in original] over his Subjects” (49);
in his “Life” of John Milton (1779), Johnson says that we find
in Milton’s “books something like a Turkisn contempt of
females, as subordinate and inferior beings.”42
The sexual side of the equation is more overtly emphasized
in two unpublished prints by Thomas Rowlandson that may
have been etched for the Prince of Wales, the future George
IV, and whose dates of composition are not certain. The first,
“The Harem,” is a prototype of what has come to be called the
male gaze, a depiction of the Sultan surveying the naked
women in his seraglio or harem.43 During the eighteenth
century, the gaze of the Sultan was a conventional image of
absolute sexual power and control: in Robert Shiels’s “Life” of

$ Lives of the English Poets, edited by L. Archer-Hind (London: Dent, 1925), 1:
43 Rowlandson’s “The Harem” is reproduced as Plate #12 in The Amorous
Illustrations of Thomas Rowlandson, ed. Gert Schiff (The Cythera Press, 1969).
Edward Snow, “Theorizing the Male Gaze: Some Problems,” Representations 25
(1989): 30-41, discusses the concept of the male gaze.
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Swift in The Lives of the Poets of Great Britain and Ireland to the
Time of Dean Swift (1753), Shiels pictures Swift surrounded by
“a seraglio of virtuous women [Stella and Vanessa]” and likens
him to “an eastern monarch, who takes delight in surveying his
slaves,” when dealing with his “inferiors” (5: 97, 99).
The convention of “reading” prints from right to left forces
us as viewers of Rowlandson’s design to partake in the male
gaze of control, only ending with the image of the etching’s
internal gazer. In another print, “The Empress of Russia
Receiving Her Brave Guards,” Rowlandson snows Catherine
more actively inspecting the attractions of her own harem or
seraglio, but although she has ostensibly usurped the role of
male gazer, Rowlandson’s pornographic purpose is betrayed by
making her the primary focus of the external viewer, whose
gaze she seems to return, and whose expected response may be
anticipated by the figure in the shadows at the right.44 Row
landson’s disapproval seems obvious in the animalistic ap
pearance of her beast-faced lover, with his furred back and his
phallus extended visually to prodigious length by his sword and
its scabbard. Rowlandson’s print reflects the widely reported
fact that Catherine chose virtually all her lovers from among
the officers of the Guards.
The association of sexual with political corruption is not
surprising in light of the British emphasis on female chastity
as the guarantor of the legitimate descent of power and
property and in light of Montesquieu’s observation that “The
principfe of despotic government is subject to a continual
corruption, because it is even in its nature corrupt” (115). If
judged from a British constitutional perspective, Catherine and
her lover had already committed capital treason before her
usurpation of the Russian throne because “to violate, or defile
the queen consort [Catherine’s equivalent status before seizing
power], amounts to the same high crime [of treason]; as well
in the person committing the fact, as in the queen herself, if
consenting” since such violation or defilement threatened to
“debase or bastardize the heirs to the crown.”45 The sexual
promiscuity of a regnant queen, married or not, posed no less
a threat to the dignity ana legality of the crown.46 Although
I do not mean to suggest that the prints be interpreted as
44 Reproduced in The Amorous Illustrations as Plate 035.
,5 Blackstone, Commentaries, 1: 216, 217.
46 On the possibility that Catherine was later secretly married, see n53, below.
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miniature visual treatises on British constitutional theory, I
think that we may reasonably assume that the satirists expected
their viewers to approach their works from the political
premises most familiar to them.
The satirists exploited the tradition that the monarch had
two bodies, the natural and the political: one mortal and
therefore temporary; the other symbolic of the trans-historical realm of which it is the head and therefore immortal
because it is spiritual rather than material.47 According to
British constitutional theory at least, status supersedes gender
when a woman legitimately gains power because she then “has
the same powers, prerogatives, rights, dignities, and duties, as
if she had been a king.”4’ The restraints imposed by gender are
theoretically removed by the authority given by status. But
the usual practical tension observed between the social expecta
tions of a regnant queen’s two bodies was aggravated by the
constitutional gap created when Catherine’s relatively de
gendered status as de facto ruler was acquired at the cost of her
ae jure condition as faithful queen consort. The resultant gap
presented British satirists with a unique opportunity to depict
a particular woman self-empowered to play a variety of
transgressive roles in private and public life. Catherine’s
conduct of her personal body served the satirists as a con
venient objective correlative of the corruption of the body
politic she represented.
The satirists, moreover, attacked Catherine for transgressing
the conventional biological and social boundaries of her body
natural by depicting her as perverting the female characteristics
that Montesquieu says qualify women to administer states:
It is contrary to reason and nature that women should
reign in families, as was customary among the Egyptians;
but not that they should govern an empire. In the
former case the state of their natural weakness does not
permit them to have the pre-eminence; in the latter their
very weakness generally gives them more lenity and

47 Ernst Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies: A Study in Medieval Political
Theology (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957) discusses the development
of the tradition of the monarch’s dual nature. Carretta, George III discusses its
continuation in England and Britain during the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.
Blackstone, Commentaries, 1: 212.
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moderation, qualifications fitter for a good administration
than roughness and severity. (108)

By allegedly masculinizing herself, in the eyes of the satirists,
Catherine further de-legitimizes her right to rule. Catherine
was certainly aware of the political semiotics of cross-dressing
and role-reversal: in anticipation or victory over the Turks,
on 10 / 21 November 1790 she presided over an extravagant
transvestite ball at which the men wore Persian veils and the
women Turkish turbans.49
But, serious though they were, the political implications of
Catherine’s personal behavior were almost always represented
lightheartedly, perhaps in part at least because, albeit only de
facto, her status as czarina earned her the right to a greater
freedom of action than the satirists would have granted other
women. For example, sexual politics and political sexuality
receive comic treatment in the prints published in response to
the ultimately unsuccessful Russian Armament policy of
William Pitt the younger, whereby Britain and Prussia, with a
threatened show of force, sought to make Russia give up her
conquests gained during her current war with Turkey, par
ticularly the strategic city of Ochakov, in an attempt to re
establish the balance of power in Eastern Europe. In William
Dent’s The Prussian Prize-Fighter and his Allies Attempting to
Tame Imperial Kate, or, The State of the European Bruisers (BMC
7827) [Hg. 6], published on 14 February 1791, the bare-chested
Catherine, now in her sixties, once again unnaturally takes the
male role, saying to her opponent, Frederick William II of
Prussia, “I can take a good deal—I dont mind you Lankey—I
am Old and tuff—I wont leave a Turk standing.” Her an
tagonist, his pig-tail queue suggestively directed at her, count
ers, “Never fear—I’ll give her her Belly full—I will put in some
Strokes shall satisfy her.”
Gender-role reversal is reinforced by status-role reversal:
bare-knuckled boxers were normally commoners who fre
quently fought for the entertainment of their royal and
aristocratic patrons in Britain, including the Prince of Wales.
Well-born amateurs wore the “mufflers,” or boxing gloves,
invented in 1743 by the “Father of British Boxing,” Jack
Broughton, to protect the faces of the students in his private

*’ See Alexander, Catherine the Great, 286.
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school for would-be pugilists. In 1734, Broughton had codi
fied the rules of boxing for the first time. Status-role reversal
may be the primary comic device in The Prussian Prize-Fighter
because, as newspaper accounts and the mock-epic churchyard
battle in Henry Fielding’s Tom Jones (1749) remind us, pugilis
tic contests between low-status women were not unknown in
eighteenth-century Britain and occurred outside the quasi
official confines of aristocratic patronage.
In his “Proposal for Augmenting the Forces of Great
Britain,” Goldsmith asserts that “(t]here is scarce a street in
this metropolis [London] without one or more viragos, who
discipline their husbands, and domineer over the whole
neighbourhood. Many months are not elapsed since I was
witness to a pitched battle between two athletic females, who
fought with equal skill and fury until one of them gave out,
after having sustained seven falls on the hard stones. They
were both stripped to the under-petticoat (34). Significantly,
their behavior almost erased their gender: “and as no vestiges
of features were to be seen in either when I came up, I
imagined the combatants were of the other sex, until a bye
stander assured me of the contrary, giving me to understand,
that the conqueror had lain in about five weeks of twin
bastards, begot by her second [whose function apes that of his
betters, who were socially, though not legally, entitled to duel],
who was an Irish chairman” (34).
Dent’s design had quite direct links with contemporaneous
popular culture. On 13 February 1788 he had used the same
pugilistic metaphor for political purposes in The Grand Pitch
Battle (BMC 7269) to depict the rivalry between Edmund
Burke and Warren Hastings at the beginning of the latter’s trial
in the House of Commons. The reference in the print to
“Little Mendoza” identifies the historical occasion that inspired
Dent’s political boxing prints: the famous match won by
Richard Humphries, the favorite of the Prince of Wales, over
Daniel Mendoza, an Englishman of Sephardic Jewish extrac
tion. Humphries, known as “The Gentleman Fighter,” had
beaten Mendoza at Epping in 1787, but by the time of the
publication of The Prussian Prize-Fighter, Mendoza had beaten
Humphries in two rematches, most recently on 29 September
1790, forcing his opponent into retirement. The contempo
raneous popularity of boxing meant that Dent’s engraving
appeared amidst a number of other verbal and visual treatments
of the subject. Dent’s use of age, gender, and status reversals
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in his depiction of Catherine to create a comic combatant
rather than a serious threat to Britain anticipates the argument
of the Opposition in Parliament, led by Charles James Fox,
that Pitt was being beaten by an unworthy foe in a fight not
worth joining.50
When Pitt was forced in mid-April to abandon the policy
he had never clearly articulated and defended in public, the
spate of prints produced in response to his action reminds us
that the satires were a form of visual journalism, as influential
over public opinion as any essay in The Morning Chronicle in
the concerted Opposition campaign against Pitt’s position.
Dent’s pugilistic print may have inspired several others
published shortly after it in 1791: An Imperial Stride! (BMC
7843) [Fig. 7], which appeared on 12 April; The Russian Bear
and her Invincible Rider Encountering the British Lion (BMC
7844) [Fig. 8], published on 19 April; and Gillray’s Taming of
the Shrew:—Katharine & Petrucnio:—The Modern Quixote, or
What You Will (BMC 7845) [Fig. 9] of 20 April. The design of
An Imperial Stride!, seen here (reversed) in L’ENJAMBEE IMPERIALE (BMC 7843A), develops Dent’s image of the Empress
standing with her legs widely spread, one foot pointing to
“Constantinople,” the other to “Petersburgh.” In the later
print, attributed (probably mistakenly) to Rowlandson,
Catherine appears in the traditional pose of the evil over
reacher, that of the colossus bestriding “Constantinople” and
“Russia.”11 The combined satire on her personal morals and
her imperial ambitions shows the subordinate little male
sovereigns looking up her petticoats and making suggestive
comments about their view of the bare-breasted Empress. For
example, in the British original, the King of Spain promises,
“By Saint Jago, I’ll strip her of her Fur!” George III observes,
“ What! What! What! What a prodigious expansion!” And the
Sultan laments that “The whole Turkish Army wouldn’t satisfy
her.” Although somewhat crudely executed, An Imperial
Stride! is a quite remarkable illustration of the theme of the
power of women that runs through all the prints we have been

50 For a brief discussion of Opposition attacks on Pitt’s policy, see Alexander,
Catherine the Great, 289. The fullest account of the Ochakov crisis and its political
effects for Pitt is found in John Ehrman, The Younger Pitt: The Reluctant
Transition (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1983), 3-41.
51 On the association of the colossus-figure and tyranny, see Carretta, The Snarling
Muse, 43-50.
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looking at. Here, in a variation on the vagina dentata motif,
we find the politically potent woman wielding the phallic
scepter and capable of devouring all the men in the world.
The Russian Bear appears to put the empress in the position
subservient to her former lover, Prince Potemkin, but her
words indicate that she remains in charge: “Shiver their lances
into a thousand pieces, my dear Potemkin! I always vanquish
when ridden by you!”52 Potemkin responds, “Saint George and
my old Mistress inspire me! We have done such feats before
now in the tented field that Jove himself has wondered at our
godlike prowess!!!” His saber, labelled “Death and Destruc
tion!,” has symbollically emasculated the obviously phallic
lances aimed at Catherine, whose ursine appearance as the
emblem of Russia allows the artist to visualize the association
of women, power, and bestiality alluded to verbally in The
Scotch Broomstick. The sexual implications of the design are
made explicit by the verbal exchange between Lord Chancellor
Edward Thurlow and George III. To Thurlow’s comment,
“Blast her tough hide; my broken spear will never enter it by
G—d!,” the king responds, “Enter it, enter it, enter it; no
Thurley, and if it did she wouldn’t care a fig if you were
pricking her from this till to morrow night!” In a marked
departure from his usual caricaturization in contemporaneous
satire, Pitt retains his potency, saying, “My Spear never failed
yet in any engagements! only let me pierce her once and it will
be all over with her!”
In Gillray’s ironic treatment in Taming of the Shrew of what
for the British was the Ochakov crisis, Pitt appears as Don
Quixote-Petruchio, the hero of his own fantasy of male wish
fulfillment. He bestrides a Rosinante as thin and elongated as
himself, having usurped power from George III. His initial
“P” has been written over the “G” on the horse’s holster to
read “P. R.,” that is, Pitt Rex, or King Pitt. Gillray’s allusions
in his title to Shakespeare’s play and David Garrick’s adapta
tion of it as the three-act afterpiece, Catherine and Petruchio,
reflect the current success of the latter in several theaters
52 Although Catherine’s sexual relationship with Potemkin, which began in
December 1773, was over by 1776 and he was succeeded by a series of increas
ingly younger sexual partners, some evidence suggests that they may have secretly
been married during the first two years of their relationship. But married or not,
until his death on 5 / 16 October 1791, Potemkin remained Catherine’s most
trusted and competent political and military advisor. See Alexander, Catherine the
Great, 200.
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during the 1790-1791 season.53 But whereas the current
production inspired Walpole to call the Empress “Catherine
Petruchia [Walpole’s emphasis]” (11: 236; 3 April 1791,
Walpole to Mary Berry), that is the Shrew as Tamer rather
than Tamed, in Gillray’s ironic appropriation of the figure,
Catherine the Great retains the character of Shakespeare’s
heroine, stripped visually and verbally of power: Her sword
lies before her on the map of a fortress identified as “Oczakow,” and her bulky old body requires the support of Emper
or Leopold II of Austria and a scrawny representative of the
old regime in France.54
The crescent moon that crowns Catherine, as if with
demonic horns, matches the moon on the Sultan’s turban.
The matching moons, on the primary referential level, repre
sent both Russia’s recent conquest of Turkish territory and
the political kinship between the two types of Oriental
despotism. But the lunar image associated with the Empress
recalls other semiotic contexts in which satirists had earlier
placed Catherine. Gillray probably intended to link her with
two classical moon-goddesses: Hecate, associated with witch
craft, and Diana, whose Amazonian worshippers carried “a
small buckler, in form of a half moon, distinguished by the
name of pelta, upon their left arm” (Encyclopaedia Britannica
[1768-1771], 1: 131).
Catherine acknowledges her political and sexual inferiority
in the face of Pitt’s threats:

I see my Lances are but straws;
My strength is weak, my weakness past compare;
And am asham’d, that Women are so simple
To offer War when they should kneel for Peace.

53 Garrick’s adaptation, first performed and published in 1756, was repeatedly
staged during the rest of the century. In the most celebrated performance of the
piece in the period, the benefit for Kemble on 13 March 1788, Sarah Siddons and
John Kemble played the titular roles.
54 By March 1791, through her ambassador in London, Semen Vorontsov,
Catherine was channeling information to Pitt’s Opposition to help in the press
campaign against the minister’s Russian policy: see Madariaga, Russia in the Age
of Catherine the Great, 418-20. The Opposition newspaper The Morning Chronicle
suggested that Pitt was acting as the pawn of Prussian policy, that his anti-Russian
stance was both unnecessary and destined to be ineffectual, and that Catherine
posed no true threat to British interests: “we cannot pluck a single grey hair from
the old lady’s head” (qtd. in Isabel de Madariaga, Catherine the Great [New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1990J, 167.
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The last two lines are ironically adapted from Katharina’s final
speech in Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew, where, at
Petruchio’s command, she advises the other women on how to
conduct themselves properly before their “loving lord[s].”55
The historical context of the print reappropriates the literal
meaning of Shakespeare’s martial metaphor for domestic power
struggles while the allusive literary contexts still force Pitt and
Catherine into a comic marriage in which he is expected to be
sexually and politically dominant. Gillray seems to imply that
Catherine can have either power or femininity, but not both.
In a print published 21 April, the day after his Taming of
the Shrew had appeared, Gillray shifts his rhetorical tactics from
the ironic praise in Taming of the Shrew of Pitt’s handling of
the “crisis” to more direct satire of the minister’s political
activities and of his sexuality, or apparent lack of any—the
absence of his “attachment to female society” Samuel Taylor
Coleridge attributed to his “coldness” (The Morning Post, 19
March 1800). In The Balance ofPower.—or—"The Posterity of the
Immortal Chatham, Turn’d Posture Master” (BMC 7846) [Fig.
10], Gillray contributed to the widespread mockery of the
celibate Pitt’s presumed asexuality by showing the minister,
whose policies favored Turkey, engaged in what might be
called instrumental intercourse with Catherine, implicitly acting
as the Turk’s pimp in his futile attempt to reconcile her with
Sultan Selim III.56 The latter offers, “My dear Billy, do help
me to make another push, & I’ll give you—half of my Serag
lio.” The Empress, holding a paper marked “New Russian
Conquests,” counters, “Both Billy the Flat, & yourself may do
your worst you circumcised dog! get me down if you can!—I’ll
match you all, & swallow Thousands more!” (Catherine
believed that Pitt had encouraged Turkey to move against
Russia). Pitt responds, “The old Hag cannot move me, &

55 By including both Shakespeare’s and Garrick’s titles in his own, Gillray directs
the reader-viewer to notice that he has, in effect, re-adapted Garrick’s adaptation,
in which Garrick had reassigned these lines from Katharina to Petruchio m his
speech that concludes the afterpiece. Gillray’s irony is increased by giving
Catherine the last word and having her embrace the doctrine of female submis
sion.
56 On Pitt’s sexuality and the questions raised about it, see Ehrman, The
Younger Pitt's 108-109, 112, 138, 253n, 584, 603.
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Figure 6. William Dent, The Prussian Prize-Fighter.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 7. An Imperial Stride! (L'ENJAMBEE IMPERIALE).
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 8. The Russian Bear and her Invincible Rider
Encountering the British Legion.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 9. James Gillray, Taming of the Shrew.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 10. James Gillray, The Balance of Power.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 11. A Warlike Minister.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Seraglios cannot bribe me:—I have nothing to do with these
matters—my Pole will always remain level.” Pitt’s pre-pubescent figure reflects both his alleged sexual immaturity and
Catherine’s choice of younger favorites as she grew older.57
All three players on the international stage are reduced by
Gillray’s visual metaphor to the status of side-show per
formers. Gillray’s design displays debts to both literary and
popular culture. Its most likely literary allusion is to a scene
in chapter 3 of “A Voyage to Lilliput” in Jonathan Swift’s
Gulliver’s Travels (1726), a scene itself explicitly indebted to the
popular culture of “the country shows” with their “ropedancers.”58 Lilliputian politicians must humiliate themselves
publically to gain office:
When a great office is vacant either by death or disgrace
(which often happens) five or six of those candidates
petition the Emperor to entertain his Majesty and the
court with a dance on the rope, and whoever jumps the
highest without falling, succeeds in the office. Very often
the chief ministers themselves are commanded to show
their skill, and to convince the Emperor that they have
not lost their faculty.

Gillray may have had a more recent referent in popular
culture in mind as well. Perhaps alluding to the same wellknown acrobat mentioned in the review of The History of Tom
Fool that had appeared in The Monthly Review (August 1760),
Gillray may be suggesting that Pitt is a vulgar and ironic
domestic version of the foreign despot:
When the famous Turk first appeared in the Hay-market,
and not a man in England thought of walking on a slack
wire, and ballancing straws, but himself, great were the
qualifications both natural and acquired, that were judged
necessary to constitute an Equilibrist. Time and experience, however, have rendered this wonderful art
amiliar to the common Tumblers at Sadler’s Wells.

57 Pitt was about a month less than 32 years old; Catherine was almost exactly
thirty years older.
58 For a discussion of the role of fairs in eighteenth-century satire, see Peter
Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (London:
Methuen, 1986), 80-124.
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Dressed like a performer in the fair himself, the dwarfish
and clown-like figure of Pitt’s political opponent Richard Brins
ley Sheridan serves as the print’s internal audience beneath the
wire, again combining elements of high and low culture.
Gillray’s viewers who followed the news of high politics in
Parliament would have recalled Sheridan’s speech of 15 April
as the immediate source of the artist’s controlling metaphor?9
But even the minimally politically informed could appreciate
Gillray’s use of an allusion to a nursery rhyme and interpret
the comic Sheridan’s “The Cow leaps over the Moon” as an
analysis of the action above him, recognizing a vulgar and
bestializing term for a woman in conjunction with the lunar
symbol on the Turk’s turban as a comment on female domi
nance.60 Sheridan’s over-sized clothes and his nursery rhyme
suggest that he, like the design’s central figure, is a childish
pretender to adult power.
Gillray’s appropriation of the role of Saturnalicius princeps,
or Lord of Misrule, enables him to exercise the satirist’s power
to effect type reversals of the personae in the perfomance he
directs. As is so often the case in Gillray’s prints, the control
ling metaphor is that of the stage or public perfomance in
which the historical figures find themselves recast as characters
directed by the satirist to play against type. The setting of The
Balance of Power is especially apt, given the roles played by
Sheridan the dramatist and theater manager, as well as politi
cian, in its conception and execution. The visual character
Sheridan is downcast because he has been relegated to the
audience rather than allowed to run the show. The manager
of the dramatic Theatre Royal is denied the equivalent position

59 In his attack on Pitt’s Russian policy, Sheridan had said, “let us call it any
thing but a system of peace; let us say it is a system of ambition, of vain glory,
to see the offspring of the immortal Chatham [William Pitt the elder], intriguing
in all the courts of Europe, and setting himself up as the great posture-master of
the balance of power, as possessing an exclusive right to be the umpire of all, and
to weigh out in patent scales of his own, the quantity of dominion that each
gower shall possess,” quoted in BMC.
Sheridan’s whole speech reads:
O! the Devil! the Devil!
The Cow leaps over the Moon!
And if I could once get up on the Rope,
Lord! I’d fill my Pockets soon:---I mean, I would soon bring her down:
fol der lol, fol der ol.
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in the political Theatre Royal. Gillray’s Pitt is uncomfortably
and hence comically aware that he, too, finds himself in a
production for which he feels himself miscast. In a Saturnalian
reversal of roles, the politically high are paradoxically brought
low by being forced to perform above the heads of the crowd,
a deflation of pretensions to power that is even more effective
when, as we find frequently in Gillray’s designs, the observing
internal crowd itself merits derision.61
Gillray’s satiric effect is also achieved by accretion, sup
plementing one means of attack with another, even under
cutting one with another. The implicit political equation of
Pitt with Oriental despots enables Gillray to entangle him
comically in the context of sexual corruption associated with
alien abuses of power. But by making them all participants
in low-social-status behavior, Gillray deflates their claims to
anything beyond merely spatial superiority to his viewers.
And Gillray knows that despite Pitt’s connection with the
foreigners, viewers will judge his response to his fellow
performers by their domestic sexual double standard: the
restraint that would be cause for praise in a woman prompts
ridicule when displayed by a man.
A similar joke at the expense of Pitt’s sexuality, this time
employing the often caricatured length of his nose, forms the
basis of A Warlike Minister [Fig. 11], anonymously published
on 18 April 1791.62 As is common in visual representations,
particular, historical women, in this case Catherine the Great,
are treated negatively, while allegorical images of safely asexual
Woman, here embodied in Liberty, Ireland, and Britannia, are
positive icons.63 Pitt promises Catherine, “I’ll do for your
Grey hairs.” “And I’ll teach you how to handle a Woman,”
replies the Empress.
The equation of political with sexual dominance is even
more pronounced in another anonymously published print, St
Catharine & St. George [Fig. 12], which appeared on 15 April
1791.64 Seated atop George III, the Empress says, “I shall

61 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World, trans. Helene Iswolsky (Blooming
ton: Indiana University Press, 1984) offers the most influential modern discussion
of Saturnalian reversals.
62 Not in BMC.
63 The fullest treatment of allegorical female figures is Marina Warner, Monu
ments & Maidens: The Allegory of the Female Form (New York: Atheneum, 1985).
64 Not in BMC.
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continue to ride Saint George till he has fairly enterr’d the
Black C.” George acknowledges, “What an Extravagent
contest. There is nothing to be done without much Spending.
St. Catharine is too accustomed to Success.” The figure labeled
“Sweden” tells “P. Potemkin” that “Your Imperial Mistress
must not despair let the worst come to the worst she shall
have my Stock home,” a promise his sword seems visually to
reiterate. The artist has had some fun visually punning on his
title. For example, the broken wheel of the “rotten Berlin
[carriage]” on the left of the design recalls one of the attributes
of torture and death of the virgin saint of regal birth, Cather
ine of Alexandria.65 The eighteenth-century satirist exploits the
ironically appropriate invocation of the saint to mock her
namesake, the Russian Empress. Catherine’s phrase, “to ride
Saint George,” was contemporaneous slang for, to quote from
the Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue (1811), “The woman
uppermost in the amorous congress, that is, the dragon upon
St. George.” A less threatening example of riding St. George
is a pornographic print by Rowlandson that dates from the
first decade of the nineteenth century, “The Willing Fair or
Any Way to Please.”66 Its subscribed verses describe the action:

The happy captain full of wine,
Forms with the fair a new design
Across his legs the nymph he takes
And with St. George a motion makes.
In Saint Catharine & Saint George, however, George III, who
had appeared in an earlier print as a victorious St. George, is
here symbollically emasculated, his lance lying prone by his
side.67 Catherine the Great had already, in a sense, ap
propriated the patron saint of Britain when she founded the
Russian Order of St. George in 1769. The artist of the print
before us has given us an eighteenth-century variation on the
archtypical representation of the woman who transgresses the
boundary of authority between the sexes. A particularly good
early example of the woman on top as an image of the

65 For an illustration of Catherine and her wheel, see Russell, Eva / Ave, 109.
66 Reproduced as Plate #39 in The Amorous Illustrations.
67 Carretta, George III, 258, 260, reproduces and discusses the 1789 print George
and the Dragon (BMC 6405). Carretta also discusses and reproduces Gillray’s 1805
St. George and the Dragon (BMC 10424), 326-9.
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undesirable power of women may be seen in Master MZ’s circa
1500 engraving of Phyllis Riding Aristotle, in which the philoso
pher has succumbed to his lustful desires.68 Such a transfer of
power leads to disorder, a world turned upside down.
The design of Saint Catharine & Saint George may have
influenced the anonymous artist who published An English
Hobby Horse; Or, Who Pays the Piper? (BMC 7857) [Fig. 13] on
11 May 1791. In this satire on the political costs of Pitt’s
Russian policy, the theme of sexual dominance is latent as
Catherine is once again cast in the dominant physical and
political role. Sitting on the shoulders of the Emperor Leo
pold and thus uppermost of the sovereigns whose combined
weight crushes John Bull, the termagant says, “Where’s all your
boasting now my old Bull! by St. George I knew I could bring
you upon your knees! ay, and before I have done riding you
I’ll make you knock under.” Repeatedly in the anti-Pitt prints
published during the Ochakov crisis, the satirists employ
Mikhail Bakhtin’s category of “grotesque realism,” with its
emphasis on the body and its functions that refuse to be
subordinated to rational control, to represent the political
triumph of Catherine II over the British minister, exaggerating
her physicality to emphasize the force that is too unruly for
Pitt to master.69 In various ways, such as nakedness, bestial
hybridization, farting, or sheer overwhelming size, the icons of
the Empress resist the cultural constraints of civilized behavior
and appearance, especially those normally applied to women.
Particularly apt as a metaphor for the perceived political
impotence of Pitt was the choice of sexuality to represent a
drive too powerful in international affairs to be directed by the
minister known, and even mocked, for exerting extraordinary
self-control over his own personal sexual conduct. When noses
act as penises, not even parts of bodies perform with decorum.

68 Russell, Eva / Ave, 149-50, reproduces and discusses Master MZ’s engraving.
Her whole chapter, “The Power of Women” (147-75) and its accompanying
bibliography should be consulted on the visual tradition of depicting the woman
on top. See, especially, Natalie Zemon Davis, “Women on Top: Symbolic Sexual
Inversion and Political Disorder in Early Modern Europe,” in Barbara A. Babcock,
ed., The Reversible World: Symbolic Inversion in Art and Society (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1978), 147-90. Davis, too, reproduces and discusses Master MZ’s
engraving, 161-3.
69 On the concept of “grotesque realism," see Bakhtin, Rabelais, especially his
“Introduction” and chapter 5, “The Grotesque Image of the Body and Its Sources.”
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The concept of the woman on top and the world conse
quently turned upside down reappears in Isaac Cruikshank’s
The Genius of France Extirpating Despotism Tyranny & Oppres
sion from the Face of the Earth or the Royal Warriors Defeated
(BMC 8143) [Fig. 14], published on 21 December 1792. What
we see is primarily a battle of images of the female, with two
de-sexualized feminine figures framing Catherine in the design.
The positive allegorical icon of the Genius of France, on the
right, overcomes the forces of Despotism, dominated by the
negative particular icon of Catherine as virago once again.70
In the left foreground, we find a third female image, a stereo
typical victim, pointedly identified as Maria I, the insane (and
thus politically and sexually ineffective) queen of Portugal.
The old order, already threatened by the prominence of
“Russia,” who strangles “Germany” and farts in the face of
“Sweden,” is, in the figure of “France” beneath the ass, over
thrown by the rising power of the attractive Genius of France.
“Germany” acknowledges Catherine’s physical as well as
political superiority when he says, “Let go you Bitch I d’ont
e the Looks of her let’s be Off.”
Images of empowered heroic women as positive iconic
models were of course available, as in William Hogarth’s design
for Gerard Vandergucht’s “Frontispiece to the Oratorio of
Judith” (1733), which shows the Biblical heroine about to
behead Holofernes.71 Hogarth’s use of the icon in the first
plate of Marriage A-la-Mode (1745) contributed to the wide
spread visual familiarity with the story of Judith in the
period.72 But the British satirists of Catherine the Great either
used traditional icons ironically, as with St. Catherine, or they
invoked negative examples of women, like Salome, or Medusa,
as Cruikshank seems to do in Royal Recreation (BMC 8607)
[Fig. 75], published on 7 January 1795. Catherine far outdoes
Salome in her collection of severed heads brought to her by

70 On the figure of revolutionary France as a young woman, see Maurice
Agulhon, Marianne into Battle: Republican Imagery and Symbolism in France
1789-1880, translated by Janet Lloyd (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1981).
71 See catalogue entry #224 in Ronald Paulson, Hogarth's Graphic Works, Third
Revised Edition (London: The Print Room, 1989).
72 Bernadine Barnes, “Heroines and Worthy Women," in Russell, Eva / Ave,
29-73, discusses the traditions of positive icons of women.
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General Alexander Suvorov, the recent conqueror of Poland.71
Cruikshank transfers the image of the severed head from
its normal contemporaneous association with the horrors of
the Terror in France to an identification with one of the
leading opponents of the French Revolution, thus reminding
viewers that prior to the Terror, “the display of severed heads
had long been one of the commonest ways a European
sovereign displayed his power to his subjects.” Cruikshank’s
print suggests that both the Russian political system and the
new order in France are nearly equivalent versions of despot
ism. Walpole had made a similar equation in response to the
September Massacres in France in 1792, when he observed, “If
liberty can digest such a hecatomb without kecking, she must
have a pretty strong stomach—not Catherine of Russia a
stronger.” (34: 153; 10 September 1792, Walpole to Lady
Ossory). Walpole had anticipated Cruikshank even earlier, in
a letter to Mary Berry dated 31 March 1791, when he re
marked, “Europe at present is in a strange ferment, distracted
between the demons of republicanism and universal mon
archy—at least Prussia and we say that Semiramis [Catherine]
aims at the latter” (11: 233).
In Cruikshank’s print, the severed heads are supposed to be
those of people massacred by Suvorov’s troops, contrary to his
orders, after he entered Warsaw in November 1794. Suvorov
tells the Empress, “Thus my Royal Mistress have I fulfilled in
the fullest extent your Tender Affectionate & Maternal
Commission to those Deluded People of Poland, & have
brought you the Pickings of Ten Thousand Heads tenderly
detached from their deluded bodies the Day after Capitula
tion.” Cruikshank offers Catherine as a combination of evil
mother and evil wife: with an obvious allusion to her com
plicity in the murder of her own husband, Peter III, Catherine
replies, “My Dear General you have well Executed your
Commission; but could not you prevail on any of the Polish
Women to Poison their Husbands?”
Cruikshank would
73 For a discussion of the figure of Salome, consult Russell, Eva / Ave, 151. For
Medusa, see, Neil Hertz, “Medusa’s Head: Male Hysteria under Political
Pressure,” Representations 4 (1983), 27-54.
74 Regina Janes, “Beheadings,” Representations 35 (1991): 21-51; 22. See also
Ronald Paulson, “The Severed Head: The Impact of French Revolutionary
Caricatures on England,” in Lynne Hockman, ed., French Caricature and the French
Revolution, 1789-1799 (Los Angeles: Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts,
1988), 55-65.
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Figure 12. St. Catharine & St. George.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 13. An English Hobby Horse.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 14. Isaac Cruikshank, The Genius of France.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 15. Isaac Cruikshank, Royal Recreation.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 16. James Gillray, Design for the New Gallery of Busts and Pictures.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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Figure 17. Isaac Cruikshank, The Moment of Reflection.
Courtesy of the Library of Congress.
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probably have agreed with Coleridge’s contemporaneous
though tonally more serious description in Religious Musings of
Catherine as “that foul Woman of the North / The lustful
murderess of her wedded lord!” (171-2).75 Or with Walpole’s
more amusing epithet, “Catherine Petruchia Slayczar”(ll: 242;
10 April 1791, Walpole to Mary Berry). In Cruikshank’s print,
her lust is comically signified in the bust of Charles James Fox
she had ordered from Joseph Nollekens after Fox’s opposition
in Parliament to Pitt’s Russian policy led her to become
virtually infatuated with Fox.76 The location of the bust in the
shadows at the extreme right of the design reflects Catherine’s
subsequent disenchantment with the politician over his support
of the French Revolution. Here Fox joins the other heads in
Catherine’s collection. Emasculated by the loss of his ex
tremities, and turned to stone, Fox’s presence suggests that
Catherine is a Medusa-like figure.77
Cruikshank’s print recalls Gillray’s medusan Design for the
New Gallery of Busts and Pictures (BMC 8072) [Fig. 16\, pub
lished on 17 March 1792 and assigned to “Peter, burgh, inv: et
fecit” (i. e., conceived and engraved). Flanked by scowling
busts (perhaps displeased by their new neighbor), identified by
inscriptions as “Demosthenes against Aeschines” on the
viewer’s left and “Cicero against Cataline” on the right, both
of whom look straight ahead, an easily recognizable but
uninscribed bust of Fox bears a worried expression, suggesting
that Catherine’s latest male acquisition has been taken alive, or

75 All quotations from Coleridge’s poetry are taken from H. J. Jackson, ed.,
Samuel Taylor Coleridge (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985).
76 She ordered her ambassador in Britain to “send her the very best bust of
Charles Fox”: quoted in L. G. Mitchell, Charles James Fox. (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1992). On 26 July 1791, Walpole wrote to Mary Berry,
“Catherine Slayczar sent for Mr. Fawkener [William Fawkener, the British special
envoy who arrived in St Petersburg on 14 / 25 May 1791 to negotiate a
compromise] and desired he will send for her a bust of Charles Fox, and she will
place it between Demosthenes and Cicero (pedantry she learned from her French
authors, and which our schoolboys would be above using), for his eloquence has
saved two great nations from a war” (11: 323).
Although, of course, Catherine’s infatuation was political, visual satirists, such
as the anonymous designer of The Empress Receiving Her Desire! (BMC 7901) in
the September 1791 issue of Bon Ton Magazine, gleefully expressed that infatuation
as personal in nature.
77 Fox had appeared as Medusa in an earlier engraving, Gorgon (BMC 6450),
published on 13 March 1784, in which his head has been cut off by “Pin the
Perseus of the present day.”
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at least was alive when petrified.78 The expression on his face,
as if anticipating William Wordsworth’s reference to “The bust
that speaks and moves its goggling eyes,” exhibited at Bar
tholomew Fair in 1802, transmogrifies Catherine’s sculpture
gallery, with its pretensions to being a site of high culture, into
a freak show.79 Conventionally caricatured with a five-o’clock
shadow,80 a transitional phase between the clean-shaven and
bearded busts on either side of him, Fox is depicted as remain
ing in a state of becoming, inappropriate for his classical
context, which Bakhtin associates with stasis.81
Fox’s fate at the hands of his newest “lover” is comically
but ominously anticipated by the reference to Catherine’s role
in the murder of her husband hanging over Fox’s head: from
an imperial crown emanates a rope that surrounds a circle
inscribed “Conjugal Love A Cure for the Haemerroidical [sic]
Cholic.”82 And at the bottom of the print we find the words,
“and so far will I trust thee gentle Kate,” from Shakespeare’s

78 When Catherine ordered the bust of Fox, she told her ambassador in London,
Vorontsov, that she planned to place it between those of Cicero and Demosthenes
in her gallery. See Mitchell, Charles James Fox, 118. Because of his eloquent
opposition to the French Revolution and the influence of his writings on
Catherine’s reaction to the events in France, the Empress called Edmund Burke,
“the Demosthenes of England” : Madariaga, Catherine the Great, 200.
79 Quoted from the 1805 Prelude, Book 7: 685, in The Prelude: 1799, 1805, 1850,
ed. Jonathan Wordsworth, M. H. Abrams, and Stephen Gill (New York: Norton,
1979), 264. Wordsworth’s passage in The Prelude, 7: 662-94, based on his
experience of the fair when Charles Lamb took him to see it in 1802, “might,
granting the difference in literary style and the presence of a few novelties, have
been written by Ben Jonson. Like Hogarth’s painting of Southwark Fair, it is
accurate as well as graphic social history,” according to Richard D. Altick, The
Shows of London (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978), 35.
80 A precursor of Richard Nixon’s caricatured five-o’clock shadow, Fox’s, too,
reminded viewers that he was, allegedly, by nature too disreputable to hold the
political positions he sought and less civilized than he professed to be. Unlike
Nixon, however, who has never been accused of excessive sensuality, Fox was
continuously linked by his shadow to the dissolute days and nights of his youth
spent carousing and gambling. Gillray’s caricature implies that Fox’s immaturity
and irresponsibilty have outlived his youth.
For more sympathetic treatments of Fox, see John W. Derry, Charles James
Fox (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1972) and Mitchell, Charles James Fox.
81 In Bakhtin’s terms, Fox is shown as a “novelistic” character, one who has not
reached the classical condition of “completedness,” represented by the flanking
busts. See Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, edited by Michael
Holquist, trans. Holquist and Caryl Emerson (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1981), 3-40.
82 The “Haemerroidical Cholic” refers ironically to the officially given cause of
death of Peter III.
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Henry IV, Part / (2. 3. 112).83 Above Demosthenes, a picture
entitled “Justice” shows Catherine about to stab the Sultan of
Turkey; above Cicero, the picture of “Moderation” shows
Catherine greedily clutching “Moldavia Bessarabia Wallachia”
on the wall-map in front of her. Below the design, verses
attributed to Pitt contrast Fox with his companions in the
gallery, calling him “The Catiline of later times.”84
Gillray’s satire on the stereotypical association of women
with lust, greed, and the desire for power is rather more
decorous in its design than is Dent’s Black Carlo's White Bust,
or, The Party's Plenipo in Catherine's Closet (BMC 7902) of 14
September 1791, which may have inspired Gillray’s print.
Dent’s earlier medusan engraving shows the seated empress on
the left lovingly holding Fox’s bust in her lap and saying, “O
Heavens! I wish I had the whole length.” Fox’s bust, inscribed
“Real Greek,” responds, “Ay! You’re a deep One.” Catherine
has kicked over two other busts identified as “Modern An
tiques”: one, inscribed “Demosthenes,” is of George III and
observes, “What what amazing capacity will Oxacow satisfy?”85;
the other, inscribed “Cicero,” is of Pitt, who says, “Yes, we are

83 During the 1791—1792 season, Henry IV, Part I was performed at the Covent
Garden, Haymarket, Drury Lane and King’s Theaters. In the play, the words
Gillray quotes are spoken by Hotspur to his wife, Lady Percy. Thus, Gillray
suggests that Fox acts as rashly as his fictional analogue and implicitly marries
him to the Empress, further exploiting the irony of having the outspoken
opponent of the alleged excesses of British monarchicalpower be embraced by
the most successful absolutist ruler on the Continent. The invoked juxtaposition
of the depiction of Fox in the print and the context of the speech from which the
last line is taken implies that neither Fox nor Catherine know what they are
doing:
...But hark you Kate,
I must not have you henceforth question me
Whither I go, nor reason whereabout.
Whither I must, I must...
...Constant you are,
But yet a woman. And for secrecy,
No lady closer, for I well believe
Thou will not utter what thou dost not know,
And so far will I trust thee, gentle Kate.
84 Mary Dorothy George, in the BMC entry for the print, identifies Pitt’s step
nephew, via James Boswell, Junior, as the source that attributed the verses to
Pitt. For a brief but illuminating discussion of this print, see Ehrman, The
Younger Pitt: The Reluctant Transition, 39-40.
85 Because of his habit of repeating a word, typically “what,” at the beginning
of an utterance when he was excited, a habit much commented upon in verbal
and visual satires, George HI was a very ironic choice for the role of a modern
Demosthenes.
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finely toss’d off by Private acceptance.” On the wall next to
Catherine is an upside-down portrait of a man, presumably the
murdered Peter III, an image of usurpation and gender-relation
ship reversal. Through an open window we see Fox, Sheridan,
the Prince of Wales, and an unidentifiable other man discussing
whether Fox should go to Russia. Beyond them, at the
extreme right side of the print’s design, a tiny (in proportion
to Catherine) seated Britannia remarks, “I can spare him.”
Given the convention of viewing or reading prints from left to
right, the location and size of Catherine vis-a-vis Britannia
make her doubly dominant in Dent’s conception.
With his distinctive five-o’clock shadow, Fox reappears in
a portrait on the wall in the last print we will consider,
Cruikshank’s The Moment of Reflection or A Tale for Future
Times (BMC 8844) [Fig. 17], published on 26 December 1796,
six days after Catherine’s death in her privy closet from a
cerebral stroke on 6 / 17 November had been announced in
the London Chronicle. Cruikshank’s design should probably be
seen in the tradition of depictions of Death as an unexpected
lover, often coming between a woman and her vanity, as in
Franz Brun’s Woman and Death, engraved circa 1590, or
between her and an earthly lover, as in Rowlandson’s “The
Recruit,” one of his drawings done between 1814 and 1816 for
The English Dance of Death.86 In the emblematic tradition,
Cupid and Death often used each other’s arrows. The associa
tion of women and death, of course, goes back to traditional
interpretations of the Fall of Eve in the Garden of Eden, when
she unwittingly chose to bring Death into the world.87
The sumptuous attire of Catherine in Cruikshank’s print
also invokes the vanitas tradition of depicting women preen
ing themselves for public display even at the point of death,
choosing pride over a more appropriate contemptus mundi, and
thus serving for the external viewer (and perhaps for Fox, the
internal viewer, as well) as a memento mori (the “Tale for

86 Brun’s engraving is reproduced and discussed in Russell, Eva / Ave, 196;
consult the whole chapter, “Lovers, and Lovers with Death," 177-203. Row
landson’s design may be seen as Plate #9 in Robert R. Wark, ed., Rowlandson's
Drawings for The English Dance of Death (San Marino: The Huntington Library,
1966).
87 For a helpful and suggestive background and overview of the imagery of death
in the period, see Nigel Llewellyn, The Art of Death: Visual Culture in the English
Death Ritual c. 1500-c. 1800 (London: Reaktion Books, 1991), published in
association with the Victoria and Albert Museum.
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Future Times” of the title). The comic incongruity of Cather
ine’s behavior and her situation is enhanced by Cruikshank’s
accurate placement of her in the most private of closets, seated
on an elegant close-stool. Cruikshank’s placement of the
spectral figures within a gaseous cloud adds a Swiftian touch
that further reminds the viewer that even the most regal
exterior only masks the corruption of the flesh.88 At the same
time, the shape of Catherine’s seat anticipates the casket she
will soon fill with the rest of her body. And Fox’s icon has
been relocated from a more public gallery to a site better suited
for private reflections.89
In the tradition of the danse macabre and perhaps directly
influenced by the amorous figure of Death in The Countess in
Hans Holbein’s The Dance of Death (1538), Death with his
phallic dart, in Cruikshank’s print, separates the dying Em
press from two of her least satisfying erstwhile lovers—Fox on
the wall behind her and her murdered husband, Peter III,
whose ghost Death’s hand seems to hold at bay—as well as
from her rejected political and sexual partner, Stanislas II of
Poland, standing with his hands chained. The grinning demons
who await her below hold a box marked “for Kates Spirit.”
The image of the box, in the context of the evils associated
with her reign, suggests that Cruikshank seeks to invoke
another figure of misogynistic myth—Pandora.90
Even at the point of her death, however, this representa
tion of Catherine expresses male anxieties about being over
whelmed, crushed, or devoured by the image of the usurping
female. Once again, the anxiety is indicated by the differ
entiation between her size and those of the men whom she
has defeated or collected: they are either diminished in total
size, as are the victims of the conquest of Warsaw and the
seated and shackled Tadeusz Kosciuszko, leader of the abort
ive Polish revolt of March-April 1794, or, in the case of Fox,

88 The satiric tradition of associating monarchs with toilets is discussed in Vincent
Carretta, “Satires on Seats of Power in the Age of Hogarth and Gillray,” in
Joachim Moller, ed., Hogarth in Context (Marburg: Jonas Verlag, forthcoming).
’ In reaction to Fox’s sympathetic response to the French Revolution, Catherine
discarded his bust.
89 The story of the birth of Pandora is found in lines 57-101 of Hesiod, Works
and Days. The nature of the container Pandora was destined to open is discussed
in Dora and Erwin Panofsky, Pandora’s Box: The Changing Aspects of a Mythical
Symbol (New York: Pantheon Books for the Bollingen Foundation, 1956). On
misogyny and the myth of Pandora, see Warner, Monuments & Maidens, 213-19.
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again physically emasculated. Her spirit may be small enough
to fit into the demons’ box, but, as usual in the prints, her
body looms very large. With a combination of fear and
horror, Fox sees the political and sexual history of the Czarina,
his reponse intended to guide and reflect those of the external
viewers of the print. The medusan motif of the later Cather
ine prints is reiterated in the decapitated torso offering its head
to the Empress. But, perhaps significantly, although as in
many of the earlier prints we have looked at, phallic images
symbolizing usurped regal power—daggers, scepters, scimitars,
swords, muskets—are frequently wielded by Catherine or her
agents, in The Moment of Reflection all such images are as
sociated with either her past—the figures in her vision—or with
her future—Death and his dart and the Devil and his pitchfork.
Confronted by the vision of her past sins, Catherine draws her
petticoat back to reveal her cloven hooves. Because the
satirists relied primarily on newspaper accounts for their
information about foreign affairs, notices of Catherine’s death,
such as that which had appeared in The Times on 20 December,
probably drew Cruikshank’s attention to the condition of her
feet: “Her Majesty was seized with a fit of apoplexy...and from
that moment to the time of her decease, she was quite insen
sible. Her feet had swollen very much previous to the at
tack.” Cruikshank has demonized her physical abnormality.
Cruikshank’s assessment of Catherine, though not his comic
tone, was shared by Coleridge, whose “Ode to the Departing
Year,” first published on 31 December 1796 in the Cambridge
Intelligencer, is virtually a synopsis of the attacks on the
Empress in the British prints since the beginning of her reign.
Allegations about her insatiable appetites, her association with
hags or witches, her heavy drinking (reported, for example, in
The Times on 14 October 1789), her identity as a demon, her
role in the dance of death, and her crime of regicide or
tyrannicide all reappear in Coleridge’s lines:

I marked Ambition in his war-array!
I heard the mailed Monarch’s troublous cry“Ah! wherefore does the Northern Conqueress stay!
Groans not her chariot on its onward way?”
Fly, mailed Monarch, fly!
Stunned by Death’s twice mortal mace,
No more on murder’s lurid face
The insatiate hag shall gloat with drunken eye!
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Manes of the unnumbered slain!
Ye that gasped on Warsaw’s plain!
Ye that erst at Ismail’s tower,
When human ruin choked the streams,
Fell in conquest’s glutted hour,
Mid women’s shrieks and infants’ screams!
Spirits of the uncoffin’d slain,
Sudden blasts of triumph swelling,
Oft, at night, in misty train,
Rush around her narrow dwelling!
The exterminating fiend is fled---(Foul her life, and dark her doom)
Mighty armies of the dead
Dance, like death-fires, round her tomb!
Then with prophetic song relate,
Each some tyrant-murderer’s fate! (38-61)
For the satirists whose works we have been considering,
power in petticoats, at least in the case of Catherine the Great,
was often power abused. Beneath the appearance of authority
lurks the gynophobic notion of the reality of Woman—the
hoof under the skirt—whose threat to order is acknowledged
by the often obscene political comedy that seeks to contain it.
And, as the prints demonstrate, their designers had a rich visual
repository of high and low cultural imagery from which to
draw. Because of the political context of the prints, Catherine
is almost never presented pornographically, offered as an object
of desire, even though her transgressive sexuality is virtually
always a focus of the visual satires.
For several reasons, Catherine was represented in the satires
emblematically rather than caricatured, even though she was on
the political stage during the peak of the “Golden Age of
Caricature.” First, satirists could not effectively caricature or
distort her actual physical appearance, as they could those of
Fox, Pitt, or George III because they had no publically
available, readily recognized norm in her case from which to
deviate. Second, the insular British were presumably not very
interested in Catherine for her own sake. Third, and most
importantly, rhetorical use of her as as exemplum of the
stereotypical transgressive female enabled the satirists, who
visually diminished their domestic political targets by caricaturization, to display their over-particularized victims as impotent
pretenders to power in a world of forces much larger than
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themselves. The prints often demonstrate an ontological
opposition between a type and a person.91
The rhetorical appropriation of the image of Catherine the
Great by the visual satirists contrasts frequently with her
representation in less obviously partisan contexts. For ex
ample, the obituary of her in The Annual Register (1797) views
her reign in the context of eighteenth-century realpolitic.
Rather than portraying Catherine as merely a conventional
figure of gendered politics, it compares her to the also recently
deceased George Washington. While Washington was both
good and great, that is, virtuous and powerful,
Catherine II has left a name that will ever be memor
able, and remembered by future generations, to whom
the benefits of her institutions will extend, with grateful
admiration. Yet, it was the love of glory that was her
predominant passion; and the humane will regret that
she pursued this through seas of blood: so that she will
take her station in the temple of fame, among the great,
not the good princes; and, in this speculative age, add to
the odium of absolute monarchy, by displaying the
miseries that flow from unbounded power, united with
unbounded ambition. (202)

Their own history of the regnant queens Mary I, Elizabeth,
Mary II, and Anne demonstrated to British satirists that
women could legitimately and successfully rule, especially if
sexuality was domesticated by officially promoted cults of
virginity or chastity.’2 In the case of Catherine II of Russia,
however, a woman whose apparent moral corruption could so
readily be seen as emblematic of the corrupt political system
over which she presided, the visual satirists, betraying a
mixture of admiration and anxiety, found a target they could

91 For thoughtful distinctions among the kinds of caricature, see Richard Sherry,
“Four Modes of Caricature: Reflections upon a Genre,” Bulletin of Researh in the
Humanities 87 (1986-1987), 29-62.
92 See, for examples, Frances A. Yates, Astrea: The Imperial Theme in the Sixteenth
Century (London: Roudedge & Kegan Paul, 1975); Jonn N. King, “The Godly
Woman in Elizabethan Iconography,” Rennaissance Quarterly 38 (1985): 41-84;
Sydney Anglo, Spectacle, Pageantry, and Early Tudor Policy (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1969); Lois G. Schwoerer, “Images of Queen Mary II, 1689-95,”
Rennaissance Quarterly 42 (1989): 717-48.
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not resist.
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93 Earlier versions of this essay were given as a plenary address at the annual
meeting of the South-Eastern American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies
held in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, in February 1992, and as a presentation
to the members of Susan Lanser and Paula McDowell’s Folger Institute
Colloquium on eighteenth-century women writers in Washington, D. C., in
October 1992. I am grateful to both audiences for their helpful comments and
questions. For casting her critical eye on the penultimate version of this essay,
I thank Patricia Carretta.

